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1/20th horsepower motors. From the cartridges, the connections are to the modified Scott preamps and hence to the Raytheon console. Magnecord tape equipment is used for in-the-field interviews.

The transmitting equipment is all custom-built by an equipment-manufacturing organization headed by WXHR-owner Frank Lyman. So too is the high-fidelity FM tuner used as an air-check monitor receiver; also the equipment used as a studio-transmitter link between the Woburn studios and those in Cambridge. The studio-monitor speaker is a University Diffusonone mounted in an Electro-Voice corner enclosure.

As has been mentioned, every record is checked on receipt. Optimum positions for equalization and tone controls are jotted down on the label for ready reference at broadcast time. Most of the time, the tone controls are held flat; the equalization control is sufficiently flexible. Sound is reported by almost everyone who has listened to WXHR to be superlative, yet Thornton is not entirely satisfied. He wants to add a very slight echo chamber effect to some records. He says disks recorded in French studios, particularly, sound very boxy and unlive. "I want to give them the concert hall feeling. I want to bring them to life. After all, that is my entire objective: to bring all the wonderful music in the world to life in the homes in and around Boston."

*See Note: With Interest in this issue for average settings determined by WXHR.*

TRADER'S MARKETPLACE

Here's the place to buy, swap, or sell audio equipment. Rates are only 20¢ a word (including address) or $20 an inch, and your advertisement will reach 20,000 to 40,000 audiophiles. Remittance must accompany copy and insertion instructions.

McNITOSH 20W3 & Preamp: $225, Price $175. R. Aiki 2518 Vernon St., Oklahoma City.

SEND for data, photos. Liberal discounts on our 30 world-class units: Williams Amplifiers, D. Niceley, Kenton, Ohio.

TAPE RECORDERS, Tape, Accessories, unusual values. Dresser, 624K, E. 20th St., N. Y. C.

EXCEPTIONAL BUY FOR CUSTOM BUILDING: Recommissioned 10" Television Receivers $50, $125, $60. op. SPTZ 1420 S. Randolph, Arlington, Virginia.

BEFORE buying High Fidelity Equipment, wise buyers check with HI-FI Guild. Send for list. High Fidelity, Box Y, Great Barrington, Mass.

ELECTRO-WIPE MAGIC RECORD CLOTH completely removes static charges from all records with one wipe. Ends annoying pops and clicks, cleans record grooves of harmful grit and increases record life. Cloth is chemically treated and harmless. Packed in airtight plastic bag. $1.50 to College Park Products, College Park, Detroit 21, Michigan.

$48.50 BUYS COMPLETE FAS SYSTEM. Includes Air-coupler, G. E. 1201-D speaker, University 6000 tweeter, 4 inductors, 4 capacitors, 3 phono-meters. Write for details, Joseph Haskell, Jr., 25 Whitney St., Saugus, Mass.